Soran University
Mathematics Module Specification

1. Module Title
Real Analysis 1

2. Module Code

3. Module Level
Undergraduate (for 3rd year)

4. Module Leader
Woria M. Sediq

5. Teaching Semester
1st Semester

6. Credit Rating for the module
6

7. Prerequisites and co-requisites
Pre-Calculus & Calculus I & Foundations of Mathematics



8. Module Summary
Real Analysis
This module is an introductory real analysis that introduces students to: field of real numbers and completeness axiom; topology of real line, sequences of real numbers; functions and continuity; derivative; Riemann integral.
Prerequisites: Pre-Calculus & Calculus I & Foundations of Mathematics.
Assessment: Quick Quizzes (15%); Midterm Exams (25%); Final Exam (60%).



9. Module Aims
The objective of this module is to provide an introduction to analysis, which is the branch of mathematics that rigorously studies functions, continuity and limit processes, such as differentiation and integration. The module intends to lead to a deeper understanding of what it means when a sequence is said to converge and studying continuity, differentiability and integration of functions of a real variable in a more formal way. The rigorous use of definitions and logic play a central role.



10. Learning Outcomes
On a successful completion of this module students will be able to:
	State and use Principle of Mathematical Induction & Well Ordering Principle;
	State and use Rational Zeroes Theorem to show that numbers like file_0.png
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, etc. are not rational. 

State Axioms of an Ordered Field and recognize them in the fields like file_8.png
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;
	State and use the Completeness Axiom;
Use Completeness Axiom to prove some Archimedean Properties;
	Show that file_16.png
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 are dense in file_24.png
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;
	Define and identify countable & uncountable sets;
	Show that file_28.png
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 is uncountable;
	Define and identify a sequence of real numbers, convergent or divergent sequences, limit of a convergent sequence;
	Define and identify bounded sequences & monotone sequences and prove that any monotone bounded sequence is convergent;
	Define and identify Cauchy sequences;
	Prove that any convergent sequence is Cauchy and vice versa;
	State and prove the (Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem) that every bounded sequence has a convergent subsequences;
	Define and identify Closed & Open sets, Neighborhood, interior point, Closure of a set and Boundary points;
	State and prove the (Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem) for bounded infinite sets;
	Define and identify compact sets and State and prove (Heine-Borel Theorem);
	Define and identify the limit of a function at a real point and state the relation between limit of a function at a point file_32.png
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 with the limit of any sequence converge to file_36.png
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;
	State and prove some basic theorems about limit of functions like “Squeeze Theorem”;
Define and identify continuity of a function at a point or a set;
	State and prove theorems that clarify the relation between continuous functions, open sets and compact sets;
	State and prove the “Extreme Value Theorem”;
State and prove the “Intermediate Value Theorem”;
Define and identify uniform continuity and state the relation between uniform continuous functions and compact sets;
Define monotone functions and clarify continuity for this kind of functions;
	Explain the continuity for the inverse functions;
	Define and explain the differentiability of a function at a point and on a set;
	Explain the relation between differentiability and continuity;
State and prove algebraic theorems about differentiable functions like “Chain Rule”;
	State and prove the theorem that specify in which point a differentiable function could have a relative extremum;
	State and prove Mean Value Theorems like “Rolle’s Theorem”;
State and prove “Taylor’s Theorem”;
State and prove “L’Hopital’s Rule”;
State and prove the theorem that clarify the derivative of the inverse function;
	Define and identify a partition of a closed interval, a refinement of a partition, lower sum and upper sum of a function with respect to a partition, and also the lower integral and  upper integral of a function over an interval;
	Define and identify Riemann-integrable bounded functions;
	State and prove the criteria for Riemann integrability of functions;
Prove that every continuous function is integrable;
State and prove basic properties of the integral such as algebraic and order properties;
	State and prove the “Fundamental Theorem of Calculus”;



11. Syllabus
Real Numbers
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 of Natural Numbers
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 of Rational Numbers
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 of Real Numbers
	The Matrix Equation file_52.png
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	The Completeness Axiom
	Consequences of Completeness
	Sequences of Real Numbers
	Limits of Sequences
	Limit Theorems for Sequences
	Monotone Sequences and Cauchy Sequences
	Subsequences and “Bolzano-Weierstrass” theorem
	Basic Topology of file_56.png
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	Open and Closed Sets
	Compact Sets
	Heine-Borel Theorem
	Continuous Functions
	Limits and Continuity
	Properties of Continuous Functions
	Continuous Functions on Compact Sets
	Coordinate Systems
	The Intermediate Value Theorem
	Uniform Continuity
	Monotone and Inverse Functions
	Differentiation
	Basic Properties of the Derivative
	The Mean Value Theorem
	Taylor’s Theorem
	L’Hopital’s Rule
	Integration
	The Riemann Integral
	Properties of the Riemann Integral
	Fundamental Theorem of Calculus



12. Assessment Strategy

                        Week  
Day
Every Week
First Lecture
Quick Quiz (20 minutes)
Lecture (rest of time after quiz)
Day between 1st & 2nd Lecture
Collect the homework that was given to students last week
Second Lecture
Lecture (1 hour)
Tutorial (30 minutes after lecture)

Homework: every week will be given to students (after first lecture); students can do homework in group [any homework will assess and aim any learning outcomes of the current week].
Quick Quiz: one quiz every week (after first lecture) [any quiz will assess any learning outcomes of the last week].
Midterm Exam: 4 midterm exam, every 5 week one exam (1.5 hour per exam) [any midterm exam will assess any learning outcomes of the last 4 weeks].






13. Summary description of assessment items

Assessment Type
Description of Item
% Weighting
Week Due
Quick Quiz
An exam of one or two questions with 20 minutes time to answer.
%15
Every week
Midterm Exam
An Exam of 6 to 8 questions with 1.5 hour time to answer.
%25
Every 5 week
Final Exam
One exam at the end of the year; 8 to 10 questions with time of 3 hours to answer.
%60
End of the year





14. Learning Session Structure 
Lectures: 3 sessions / week, 1 and half an hour / section
Tutorials: 1 session / week, 30 min after second lecture
 





15. Learning and Teaching Methods

Lecture: four hours lecture per week (total 40 hours); each lecture will cover part of the course; lecture notes will be given to students after class or a week before class; sometimes slideshows will be used to describe subjects that need some pictures for a better understanding.
Homework & Tutorial: 30 minutes tutorial every week (total 6 hours). the homework will consist of a set questions put to the students to informally assess their understanding of the content of the lecture, to allow them to think about and solve example problems related to the lecture content, to express their understanding in English; and the tutorial after homework help students to correct any misunderstanding or gaps in their knowledge of the lecture’s content.






16. Scheme of Work
L: Lecture;
S: Slide;
N: Note;
H: Homework;
HT: Homework Tutorial;
LO: Learning Outcomes;
QQ: Quick Quiz;
QS: Quiz Solutions;
ME: Midterm Exam;
QRS: Quick Reference Sheet;
PE: Practice Exam as homework;
PES: Practice Exam Solutions;
MER: Midterm Exam Review



Week
Delivery Method
Content
Learning Materials
Learning 
Outcomes
Form of Assessment
1
L
Principle of Mathematical Induction, Rational Zeroes
N1, H1
1,2


L
The Completeness Axiom
N2, H2, HT1, QS1
3,4,5
QQ1
2
L
Countable & Uncountable Sets
N3, H3, HT2, QS2
6,7,8
QQ2, PE1

L
Sequences
N4, H4, HT3, QS3, PES1, QRS1
9,10
QQ3
3
L
Cauchy Sequences
N5, H5
11,12


L
Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem
N6, H6, HT5, QS4
12,13
QQ4
4
L
Basic Topology of file_60.png
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N7, H7, HT6, QS5
14,15
QQ5, PE2

L
Heine-Borel Theorem
N8, H8, HT7, QS6, PES2, QRS2
15,16
QQ6
5


ME1R, HT8

ME1: LO 1-15
5
L
Limit of a Function
N9, H9
17,18


L
Continuity of a Function
N10,H10,HT9,QS7
19,20
QQ7
6
L
Intermediate Value Theorem
N11,H11, HT10,QS8
21,22
QQ8, PE3

L
Uniform Continuity
N12,H12, HT11,QS9, PES3,QRS3
23,24,25
QQ9
7
L
Differentiability of a Function
N13,H13
26,27, 28


L
Relative Extremum
N14,H14, HT13, QS10
29
QQ10
8
L
Mean Value Theorems
N15,H15, HT14, QS11
30
QQ11, PE4

L
Taylor’s Theorem
N16,H16, HT15, QS12, PES4, QRS4
31,32,33
QQ12
9


ME2R, HT16

ME2:LO 16-31 
9
L
Riemann Integral
N17,H17
34,35

10
L
Criteria for Riemann Integrability of Functions
N18,H18, HT17, QS13
36,37
QQ13, Practice Final Exam

L
Fundamental Theorem of Calculus
N19, H19, HT18, QS14, PFESolution
38,39
QQ14
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